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Classification: Reference: Date:

EC97-040 NTB98-016 March 15, 1998

    1995 MAXIMA MIL 'ON' WITH DTCS P0300 THROUGH P0306
(MULTIPLE CYLINDER MISFIRE) STORED IN ECM

APPLIED VEHICLE: 1995 Maxima (A32)

SERVICE INFORMATION
If a 1995 Maxima experiences a MIL ‘ON’ with any combination of DTCs P0300 through
P0306 stored in the ECM, the cause may be due to fuel injector(s).

If you can confirm and repeat the misfire, use this bulletin in addition to service manual
diagnostic procedures to diagnose and repair this incident.  This bulletin does not apply if
the misfire incident cannot be confirmed and repeated.

 NOTE:  DTC P0300 indicates a multi-cylinder misfire.  DTCs P0301 through P0306
indicate the specific cylinder that is misfiring.

SERVICE PROCEDURE
Diagnose and repair the vehicle using the “Diagnosis/Repair Flow Chart” on page 2.
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DTC P0300 - P0306
Stored

Can misfire be
confirmed and

repeated?

This
bulletin
does

not apply

Perform CONSULT
Power Balance Test

(EC-181, step B in the
1995 Maxima S/M)

Yes

Can
misfire be

isolated to one
or more

cylinder(s)?

This
bulletin
does

not apply

Perform diagnosis
procedure from page
EC-181 & EC-182 in

the 1995 Maxima S/M

Yes

Is
misfire injector

related?

No

No

Repair other
causes as
necessary

No

Check injector coil
resistance (injectors at

room temperature*)

Yes

Remove and inspect
all injectors

(Refer to Procedure A)
Page 3

No
Is injector
resistance

10 - 14 ohms?

Perform Fuel
Pressure Leak Down

Test
(Refer to Procedure B)

Page 3

Yes

Is
leak-down

OK?

Replace only the
injector(s) for those
cylinders that were
misfiring during the
CONSULT Power

Balance Test
(Refer to procedure on
page EC-26 of the 1995
Maxima S/M for injector

replacement**)

No

Injectors are OK,
look for other causes

of misfire.

Yes

Diagnosis/Repair Flow Chart

End

* Check coil resistance only when the injector(s) is at
room temperature, otherwise incorrect resistance
readings will result.

** To replace injector(s) on the right cylinder bank, the
intake manifold collector must be removed. In this case
a new gasket must be used when reinstalling the
intake manifold collector onto the intake manifold.
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Procedure A  -  Injector Inspection
1. Remove the intake manifold collector (refer to “TIMING CHAIN” on pages EM-18 and

EM-19 of the 1995 Maxima Service Manual).

CAUTION:  Immediately after removing the intake manifold collector, cover the open ports
of the intake manifold to prevent debris/parts from entering the engine.

2. Remove all injectors and determine if they are “Wet Coil” or “Dry Coil” type (see Figure
1).  Refer to page EC-26 of the 1995 Maxima Service Manual for injector removal
procedure.

A. If “Wet Coil” type injector(s) are found, replace them with “Dry Coil” type injector(s).

B. If “Dry Coil” type injector(s) are found, replace only if the coil resistance is out of
specification.

3. Remove covers from the intake manifold ports.

4. Reinstall the intake manifold collector (with a new gasket) in the reverse order that it
was removed.  Tighten the intake manifold collector bolts/nuts to 18 - 22 Nm (1.8 - 2.2
kg-m, 13 - 16 ft-lb).

IMPORTANT:  A new gasket must be used when reinstalling the intake manifold collector
onto the intake manifold.

Figure 1

Procedure B - Fuel Pressure Leak Down Test
With injectors installed, use the following procedure to monitor the static fuel pressure for
several minutes after the engine is sufficiently warmed and shut off.

1. Release fuel pressure before installing the fuel pressure gauge by using CONSULT to
disable the fuel pump or by removing the fuel pump fuse.  Start the engine and allow it
to run out of gas.

2. Disconnect the fuel hose between the fuel filter and the inlet pipe and install the fuel
pressure gauge (see Figure 2).
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CAUTION:  Make sure that all fuel hose connections are tight and do not leak.  A fuel leak
is a potential fire hazard and will affect the pressure test results.
3. Turn the ignition switch ‘ON’ to cycle the fuel pump on for 5 SECONDS.

4. Turn the ignition switch ‘OFF’ after 5 SECONDS.

5. Use fuel hose pinch pliers and pinch off the fuel inlet hose between the fuel filter and the
gauge (see Figure 2).  Also, pinch off the fuel outlet hose between the fuel pressure
regulator and the hard line returning to the fuel tank (see Figure 2).  The hoses must
remain pinched for the remainder of the test.

Figure 2

6. Monitor the fuel pressure every 5 minutes.

7. Compare the time and amount of fuel pressure drop to the chart in Figure 3.

NOTE:  An initial rise in pressure of 2 - 5 PSI is normal.

Figure 3
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NOTE:  If there is an actual leaking injector, the fuel pressure will fall to 0 PSI within about
10 minutes.  The time will depend on the severity of the leak or the number of injectors
leaking.

PARTS INFORMATION
DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER QUANTITY

Fuel injector 16600-96E01 As Required
Intake manifold collector gasket 14032-38U00 1

CLAIMS INFORMATION
When applicable, standard claims coding applies.
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